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摘  要 
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This paper attempts to explore the current relationship between mass media and 
vulnerable groups ，who especially need to get scientific development. Development 
of communication theoretical paradigm undergoes several changes along with the 
transformation of outlooks paradigm on development study. The Scientific Outlook on 
Development is the latest and outstanding research results of development study. And 
our country has won thorough popular support among the people. So the development 
of our country communication research is expected to set up a new paradigm. 
In order to study the great proposition, which is focus on the effect of mass 
media to promote the scientific development of vulnerable groups, this paper adjusts 
zooming lens to aim at the land-lost farmers and the construction of identity in this 
group. In this paper the theory of presupposition is that: the Self orientation of the 
vulnerable groups is significantly effected by their media behaviors and media 
representation. Self positioning and identification is about development and happiness 
of vulnerable groups, and ultimately will affect the construction of harmonious 
society. 
Therefore, the main body of this paper analysis part is around two issues 
demonstrating the media behavior and media representation. In the real world, the 
mass media as a technology, an object, a kind of media, is how to participate in the 
identity judgment of the construction of the lost territory farmer identity? In the 
virtual world, media representation on television, newspapers, the Internet, is how to 
influence land-lost farmers construct their own identity? This is mainly to answer 
"what it is". Based on this, this paper attempts to "analysis" and "problem solving", 
answering "why" and "how to do". Full text adopts the qualitative research method of 
mass communication. It is an empirical study focusing on describing. 















(Who are we? Who are they?) What kind of relationship? In order to research the 
identity of land-lost farmers, this paper attempts to explore from multiple perspectives. 
Ethnography is a kind of look inside perspective, and text analysis about television, 
newspapers and the Internet, shows respectively from outside to inside, from top to 
bottom, from looking upward angle of view. Throughout all of the finds, in the 
"people-oriented" under the guidance of the Scientific Outlook on Development, the 
paper gets several concludes. For Landless peasant, changing into citizen, is not 
necessarily the inevitable way out the identity and the direction of development. 
Public groups have social demonstration effect. And it has a significant impact on 
formation of social identity to vulnerable groups. New media communication is 
deepening the channel of information, which is enhancing the intergenerational 
difference in land-lost farmer groups. Mass media shapes the stereotyped image of 
vulnerable groups, which is unfavorable to form positive identity. The mass media 
need to play the right "expect Settings" function, to strengthen the public's sense of 
happiness. 
Identity is essentially a matter of National happiness index. At present，it 
urgently needs to establish scientific development that the Politics, economy, and 
culture are synchronous. It means the modernization degree of 
"people-social-communication" is coordinate. What the mass media did shall not be 
less than what should do. In the process of Modernization, the mass media should 
correctly play "the expectation Settings" function, which is in order to promote the 
happiness as the ultimate goal, and that is the foundation meaning of development and 
the ultimate value of communication. 
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第一章  绪  论    
第一节  研究问题与选题依据 
一、研究问题 







































集体土地将被大量征收，失地农民数量不断增加。我国的耕地面积从 2001 年的 
19.14 亿亩减少到 2008 年的 18.2574 亿亩①。有学者估计，今后每年需征用农
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